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Nowadays Google Glasses is actual innovative device. In fact, Google Glasses 

is a display, a touch pad and a camera. There are also microphone and battery which 
are built into eyeglass frames, so it is possible to put the display in areas of your view 
that allow you to view movies and pictures, do a search and translate. Google Glass is 
powered by the Android mobile operating system.  

You can operate Google Glasses in different ways.Record videos and take 
pictures, you should just say the phrase and Google Glass will take a picture or record 
a video. For example:«ok, glass, record a video» or«ok, glass, take a picture». The 
photos and videos will be stored on the 4GB flash memory of the device. 

Google Glass will show you text messages like emails which you receive and 
allow you to reply to them by the voices commands. Also you can find any 
information with this device. If you like googling things a lot,you just should to ask a 
question and the device will give you the answer from the internet.  

There are Google mapswhich are widely used and are integrated into glass, so 
users will be able to chart the course of their journey or look up locations by the 
voices commands. 

Live video sharing is such function that can show the world which you are 
seeing your own eyes. If you are attending a family party or school plays of your 
child, you can share what do you feel with your friends and family in real-time and 
make them a part of your feelings. 

Integrates Google Now is the digital voice assistant from the Google search 
which has been integrated in this device. It will keep an eye on your daily habits, for 
example when you leave your office. 

Translation is helpful feature for you when you are going abroad or just like to 
travel. You should ask Google Glass to translate a phrase or a sentence from one 
language to another. 

But, unfortunately, these glasses are prohibited in Ukraine by the Security 
Service of Ukraine. The official explanation is that Google Glasses is classified as 
unauthorized spyware equipment. However, after all, miracle glasses come to the 
Ukrainian market. 

 
 
 
 


